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This box set contains 3 complete novels: Books 4-6 of the Out of Time Series - The Devil's Due (Book #4), Thursday's

Child (Book #5, and Sands of Time (Book #6).

The Devil's Due

Time travelers Simon and Elizabeth return in book four of the Out of Time series.

Simon and Elizabeth's plans for their honeymoon are interrupted when they discover a list of unfinished business

hidden in Simon's grandfather's journal. Picking up where Grandfather Sebastian left off, Simon and Elizabeth,

along with Jack Wells, travel to glamorous 1933 Hollywood to save the life of movie star Alan Grant. But the Golden

Age of Hollywood is more than parties and premieres. Behind the bright lights and bigger-than-life contracts,

shadows lurk and no one is what they seem. It's a place where people will do anything for fame and fortune. And if

Simon and Elizabeth fail, more than a man's life might be lost.

Thursday's Child

The Crosses -- renowned Professor of the Occult Simon and irrepressible Elizabeth -- set off on their latest time

traveling adventure. Leaving Jack behind to nurse his broken heart, the couple travels to 1852 Natchez, Mississippi

to help the next person on grandfather Sebastian's list, Mary Stewart. There's just one problem. Little Mary Stewart,

just 8 years old, died two days ago.
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Mary's spirit cannot rest until Simon and Elizabeth solve the mystery of both her life and death. But Mary cannot

speak, and there are those who are willing to kill to keep the past buried

Simon and Elizabeth discover first-hand that dark secrets in the Antebellum South hide pasts murkier than the river

bottom and twice as dangerous.

Sands of Time

The Crosses--high-spirited Elizabeth and her brilliant Professor of the Occult husband, Simon--find themselves,

along with Jack Wells, in 1920 Cairo on a special assignment for the Council for Temporal Studies. It seems like a

simple enough mission---find a missing pocket watch and bring it back to the present. The only problem is, they're

not the only ones looking.��With danger lurking around every corner, Simon and Elizabeth race against a shadowy

foe who is after far more than just a watch. The price for success this time just might be their lives.

Don't miss the rest of the Out of Time series or the spin-off series, Saving Time!
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